VIDEOS WITH AUDIO DESCRIPTION
State Library of Kansas
Talking Books
Emporia, Kansas
WHAT IS IT?
Audio description carefully describes the visual elements of a movie --- the
action, characters, locations, costumes and sets --- without interfering with
the movies' dialogue or sound effects. You still follow all the action!
The State Library of Kansas Regional Library in Emporia offers descriptive
videos (VHS tapes) and DVDs free of charge to Kansas Talking Book
patrons. To hear the descriptions on these videos, you will need a DVD
player, or VHS player and television. No special devices are needed.
Movies are checked out for two weeks. Patrons may receive one DVD or
two VHS titles at a time. If they are not returned, service will be
discontinued. It may be necessary to fill out a report with your local post
office if the videos are lost in the mail.
If you have questions or would like to order a VHS/DVD, please call the
Kansas Talking Books regional library toll free at 1-800-362-0699, ext. 3, or
e-mail your request to Kathy.delong@ks.gov

DVS VIDEO TITLES
The American Experience Series Collection:
Amelia Earhart: The Price of Courage (172) - A biographical
portrait of "The First Lady of the Air." Daring, determined and
outspoken, Earhart has remained an enigmatic idol whose colorful life
has been overshadowed by her mysterious disappearance.
America and the Holocaust (173) - A look at how the American
government dismissed allegations regarding the extermination of
Jews as a "wild rumor" and how the creation of the War Refugee
Board saved 200,000 Jews.
B-29 Frozen in Time (174) - Travel on a perilous mission to repair a
rare B-29 bomber. This well-preserved plane from World War II rests
on the arctic tundra, where it was abandoned after a 1947 crash
landing.
Battle of the Bulge (175) - This documentary captures the single
biggest and bloodiest battle in U.S. military history.
Eisenhower (176) - The life of the 34th President of the United
States is chronicled in two parts, "Soldier" and "Statesman." This
program depicts Dwight D. Eisenhower as a man and world leader.
FDR (177, 178, 179, 180) - Four-volume documentary about Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, the man who led America through the Great
Depression, rescued Europe from Adolf Hitler and forever changed
our country's ideas about the presidency.
Geronimo and the Apache Resistance (181) - The dramatic tale of
a legendary medicine man, his people and their lifelong struggle to
maintain ancestral lands.
Kennedys: The Early Years, 1900-1961 (182) - In-depth
documentary examines the start of the Kennedy fortune and dynasty.
Part I focuses on patriarch Joseph P. Kennedy and his expectations
regarding his four sons.

Kennedys: The Later Years, 1962-1980 (183) - The second half of
this documentary covers the era of Camelot, the building of the
Kennedy legend, Edward Kennedy's scandal at Chappaquidick and
his withdrawal from the 1980 presidential race.
Last Stand at Little Big Horn (184) - This Emmy award-winner
examines Custer's Last Stand" from differing viewpoints: the Lakota
Sioux, Cheyenne and Crow, who lived on the Great Plains, and the
white settlers who pushed west.
Midnight Ramble (185) - History of the black film industry,
particularly filmmaker Oscar Micheaux, is recounted.
Baseball (186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194) - Ninevolume documentary presents the quintessential history of the allAmerican pastime.
Eyes on the Prize I and II (195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202,
203, 204) - Comprehensive television documentary about the
American civil rights movement from 1954 to 1965. Ten cassettes.
Vietnam: A Television History (227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233) Seven-volume collection provides a detailed account of the war that
forever changed a generation.

Assignment Discovery Series:
Blue Planet: Seas of Life–Coral Seas (364) - Shallow, warm seas
are home to coral reefs, communities abundant with some of the
Earth’s most colorful marine life. Learn how reefs form, grow and
renew. Program narrated by David Attenborough for the BBC.
Broken Bones/Heart Attack (290) - Take a journey through the inner
space of the human body to learn how it repairs itself. Then see how
the heart struggles to pump blood through its arteries when a lifetime
accumulation of plaque is clogging them up.
Future of the Milky Way (366) - Scientists from around the globe
probe to find clues about the origins of our galaxy. Learn about the
massive “black hole” hidden at its core and watch dramatic animation
of the birth and life of the Milky Way.

Lewis & Clark: A Scientific Journey (369) - The United States grew
in size with the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, but the country's vast
wilderness remained uncharted until Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark embarked on their 4,000-mile expedition. Follow archaeologists
as they trace the remnants of this historic journey that uncovered
more than 600 campsites. Not rated.
Private Life of Plants (289) - Sir David Attenborough reveals plants
as they have never been seen before - on the move and dangerously
devious. Each program takes one of the major problems of life growing, finding food, reproduction - and the varied ways plants have
evolved to solve it. Filmed from the plant's point of view.
Tales of Edgar Allan Poe / Wuthering Heights (370) - Explore the
psychology of terror in some of Poe's most haunting tales. Many of
these resonate with themes from his life: abandonment, sickness,
and fear. Leading us through Poe's tales of terror are well-known
horror writers and directors. Wuthering Heights: On the cold, damp
moors of England burned a love that transcended death. Emily
Brontë's novel of thwarted passion and cruelty was considered immor
al when it was first published.
Turmoil in 20th Century Europe (335) - Learn about catastrophes
that changed lives across Europe and in the world beyond. See why
these tragic events occurred and how they continue to affect the
world today.
World War II (371) - Fall of the Third Reich explores Adolf Hitler's
underground bunker and the attempts to erase it from history.
Triumph at Normandy examines how concerted Allied military activity
drove the Nazis from the coast of France. Days of Dust shows how
the Great Depression and the Dust Bowl affected Americans before
the United States became involved in World War II. In Memoriam:
The Holocaust examines the Nazi's coordination of the Holocaust and
conditions inside the concentration camps.
Your Genes, Your Future (368) - Four segments address the role of
genetics in modern medicine: Cell Forms and Functions, Mapping the
Human Genome, Big as Life: Obesity in American, and Healthy
Habits.

NOVA Collection:
In Search of Human Origins (207, 208, 209) - Controversial fossil
hunter Don Johanson leads us through his lively quest to unravel the
mystery of our human origins.
Miracle of Life (206) - Emmy award-winning voyage into the human
body. Through cinematography that magnifies cells up to half a
million times, witness one of nature's greatest events --- the creation
of life.
Mystery of the Senses (210, 211, 212, 213, 214) - An exploration of
the human body's incredible ability to perceive its environment
through the five senses: hearing, smell, taste, touch and vision. Five
cassettes are included.
Runaway Universe (288) - Program presents the dramatic quest to
unlock the secrets of the stars as two rival astronomy teams search
for exploding stars, map gigantic cosmic patterns of galaxies, and
grapple with the ultimate question: what is the fate of the universe?
Weather (215, 216, 217) - Three-volume set explains the
phenomenon of lightning, hurricanes and killer earthquakes.
Why the Towers Fell (333) - The theories of physics, engineering
and architecture illustrate how the World Trade Center in New York
City collapsed on Sept. 11, 2001.

The Sherlock Holmes Series
with Basil Rathbone as the Scotland Yard Detective
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (345) - Prof. Moriarty plots to steal
the Crown Jewels and confound Holmes by being in two places at
once. Ida Lupino co-stars as an imperiled young woman who is
seemingly plagued by an ancient family curse. Not rated (1939).
Dressed to Kill (346) - The inmate of a British prison has
incorporated stolen Bank of England engraving plates into a series of
music boxes he has made, and many criminals are out to find them.
Holmes must get them first. Not rated (1946).
Pearl of Death (349) - Holmes and Watson are assigned to guard the
priceless Borgia Pearl, a "cursed" gem that has inspired scores of
murders for years. Based loosely on the Conan Doyle story “The Six
Napoleons.” Not rated (1944).
Pursuit to Algiers (350) - Action occurs on a transatlantic ocean
liner when Holmes and Watson escort a far-eastern regent on a
diplomatic mission. A group of assassins have targeted the regent
and Holmes. Not rated (1945).
Scarlet Claw (351) - Holmes investigates a series of mysterious
murders in Canada. All the victims have been found with their throats
ripped out. Holmes believes the culprit is a demented actor who is a
master of disguise. Not rated (1944).
Secret Weapon (353) - Prof. Moriarty (Lionel Atwill) has aligned
himself with the Nazis and dedicated himself to stealing a top-secret
bombsight designed by an expatriate European scientist. Holmes
must stop Moriarty. Not rated (1942).
Sherlock Holmes Faces Death (347) - Based loosely on Conan
Doyle's "The Musgrave Ritual," the plot finds Holmes and Watson
being summoned to a large estate where several mysterious murders
occur. Hillary Brooke also stars. Not rated (1943).
Sherlock Holmes in Washington (352) - When an Allied spy
smuggles a valuable piece of microfilm into the US, the film is hidden
in a matchbook cover that ultimately ends up in the possession of
Washington, DC socialite (Marjorie Lord). Not rated (1942).

Spider Woman (354) - Has Holmes perished in an accident?
Officially declared dead, Holmes is able to move about undetected as
he tries to find out who's behind a rash of suicides --- and why. Gale
Sondergaard also stars. Not rated (1944).
Terror by Night (356) - Holmes is on board a speeding train to
protect a diamond from the clutches of master criminal Sebastian
Moran. The trouble is, Moran can assume various disguises and be
any one of the passengers. Not rated (1946).
Voice of Terror (355) - A series of terror broadcasts from Germany,
announcing destruction throughout the British Isles, causes bedlam
and spreads fear. Holmes and Watson are called to investigate the
“Voice of Terror.” Not rated (1942).
Woman in Green (357) - Several beautiful women have been found
slain, all with their right forefingers severed from their hands. The
police believe it’s the work of a madman, but Holmes deduces there's
a sane motive behind it. Not rated (1945).

Jeremy Brett as Sherlock Holmes . . .
Boscombe Valley Mystery (039) - Sherlock Holmes sets out to
prove the innocence of a man unjustly accused of murdering his
father after a violent argument. Not rated (1992).
Bruce Partington Plan (042) - When a young man is found brutally
murdered, Holmes and Watson follow a trail through London to the
find the culprit. Not rated (1985).
Creeping Man (055) - When the daughter of an eminent scientist
sees a silhouette at her window, Holmes suspects the prowler to be
no ordinary creature. Not rated (1992).

Devil's Foot (057) - A young woman is found dead with no trace of
injury, sickness or violence. Can Holmes crack the case? Not rated
(1988).
Hound of the Baskervilles (086) - Sherlock Holmes unravels the
curse of the Baskerville family in a two-hour version of this famous
mystery. Not rated (1984).
Illustrious Client (088) - Holmes investigates Austrian Baron Gruner,
a collector of objects d'art and beautiful women, for an anonymous
client. Not rated (1990).
Problem of Thor Bridge (122) - Weathy American Neil Gibson hires
Holmes to save a woman from the gallows despite overwhelming
evidence against her. Not rated (1992).
Shoscombe Old Place (134) - One of Sir Robert's creditors
disappears and a human bone is found in the furnace. Holmes is
called in to investigate. Not rated (1992).
Sign of Four (135) - Holmes struggles to determine the reason Miss
Morstan's father disappeared some years ago and why she has been
receiving a single pearl annually since he left. Not rated (1987).
Silver Blaze (136) - A racehorse is abducted on the eve of a race.
Holmes and Watson find the solution, aided by a dog and some
sheep. Not rated (1988).
Wisteria Lodge (171) - A tyrant, a governess and a police inspector
give new meaning to the term "wild goose chase" for Holmes and
Watson. Not rated (1988).
_______________________________________________________

More DVS Movie and Television Program Titles:
101 Dalmatians (001) - A litter of puppies, a London setting and
animation's most flamboyant villianess add up to a Disney all-time
classic. Rated G (1961).
Addams Family (002) - Laugh along with Gomez, Morticia, Uncle
Fester, Wednesday, and Thing in their silly funhouse, packed with
plenty of treats, tricks, twists, and turns. Rated PG-13 (1991).

African Queen (003) - A gin-loving river trader falls for a prudish
missionary. Directed by John Huston, Katharine Hepburn and
Humphery Bogart star in this adventure. Not rated (1951).
After the Harvest (030) - A horrible secret keeps a woman and her
children in virtual slavery at the hands of her controlling, farmer
husband. When a beautiful, young teacher comes to live on the farm,
the family is changed forever. Not rated (2001).
Agatha Christie's Poirot: The Dream (004) - A tyrannical pork-pie
magnate asks for Poirot's advice about some suicidal dreams. Not
rated (1989).
Agatha Christie's Poirot: Problem at Sea (005) - Poirot and his
friend Captain Hastings take a holiday cruise, but end up running a
murder investigation. Not rated (1989).
Alladin (006) - A poor boy falls in love with Princess Jasmine and
faces evil Jafar to prove himself worthy of her love. Disney animated
feature. Rated G (1987).
Alice in Wonderland (007) - Disney's dazzling blend of fantasy,
animation and music based on Lewis Carroll's story. Rated G (1951).
Alien (008) - Terror consumes the crew of a spaceship from earth
when a life form that could annihilate mankind is discovered. Rated R
(1979).
Amistad (234) - This movie chronicles the incredible journey of
enslaved Africans who overtake their captor's ship and attempt to
return to their homeland. Rated R (1997).
An Inside Look! The Flu (427) - Holly Jones, a 25-year-old
motorcycle courier becomes the victim of a cellular war between her
immune system and the influenza virus. Watch her immune system
fight to protect her body from unfriendly invaders, and see the toll the
battle takes on Holly. Not rated (2000).
Andy Griffith Show (009, 010, 239, 245, 247, 428, 433) - Five
episodes are featured: "Guitar Player," "The Manhunt," "The New
Housekeeper," "Opie's Charity," and "The Runaway Child." Not rated
(1960).

Andy Griffith Show: Volume One (444) - Two episodes of the TV
series, “Dogs, Dogs, Dogs” and “Barney’s First Car.” Not rated
(1963).
Andy Griffith Show: Volume Two (445) - Two episodes of the TV
series, “The Darlings Are Coming” and “The Great Filling Station
Robbery.” Not rated (1963).
Angel and the Badman (336) - John Wayne portrays a wounded
outlaw, sheltered by a Quaker family. He undergoes a subtle
character transformation. Gail Russell co-stars. Not rated (1947).
Anne of Avonlea (011) - Now an independent young woman, Anne
learns about love, friendship and the ways of the world. Rated G
(1987).
Anne of Green Gables (012) - The award-winning Wonder Works
special, starring Megan Follows as the young orphan with an
overactive imagination. Rated G (1985).
Antz (237) - A small worker ant has some very big ideas of landing
the beautiful Princess Bala. Voices of Woody Allen, Sharon Stone,
and Sylvester Stallone are featured. Rated PG (1998).
Apollo 13 (013) - Based on a true story, three astronauts fight a
desperate battle to make it back to earth in their damaged spacecraft.
Rated PG-13 (1995).
Archie Gives Blood (014) - Half-hour episode of the television series
"All in the Family." Archie Bunker doesn't want to give up a precious
pint of his own "pure" blood. Not rated (1971).
Art of War (379) - Framed for the murder of a Chinese ambassador,
a secret agent is pursued by the FBI and a ruthless squad of killers.
Wesley Snipes stars. Rated R (2000).
Arthur Makes the Team/Meek for a Week (020) - Eight-year-old
Arthur and his friends learn the meaning of teamwork. Muffy bets
Francine she can’t be nice to everyone for a whole week. Not rated.
Arthur’s Baby/D.W.’s Baby (015) - Arthur is not sure he’s ready for
a new baby in the house. No one ever told D.W. that babies cry all
the time and throw up on your clothes. Not rated.

Arthur’s Chicken Pox/Arthur and the True Francine (016) - The
circus is in town and Arthur gets chicken pox. Francine takes the
blame when Missy cheats on a math test. Not rated.
Arthur’s Eyes/Francine’s Bad Hair Day (017) - Arthur may need
glasses, but he doesn’t want to wear them. Muffy grooms Francine
for school pictures. Not rated.
Arthur’s First Sleep Over/Arthur’s Lost Dog (018) - D.W. gets
angry when she cannot participate in Arthur’s sleepover. Arthur can’t
understand why his dog Pal runs away. Not rated.
Arthur’s Lost Library Book/D.W.’s Imaginary Friend (019) - Arthur
borrows a scary book from the library, but misplaces it. Could it have
walked off on its own? “Nadine” is D.W.’s new friend. Not rated.
Arthur’s New Puppy/Buster’s Dino Dilemma (021) - Arthur must
train his new puppy Pal in order to keep him. Buster finds a very
interesting bone. Did it belong to a dinosaur? Not rated.
Arthur’s Pet Business/D.W., the Copycat (022) - To prove his
responsibility, Arthur gets a job. D.W. wants to be like Arthur. She
imitates his talk, his walk and follows him everywhere. Not rated.
Arthur’s Teacher Trouble/Arthur’s Spelling Trouble (023) - It’s the
first day of third grade, and Arthur fears his teacher. Arthur competes
in the annual all-school Spell-a-thon. Not rated.
Arthur’s Tooth/Sick as a Dog (024) - Everyone in Arthur’s class has
lost a tooth, except Arthur. Pal is sick and must spend the night at the
vet’s. It is D.W.’s fault? Not rated.
Arthur Writes a Story/Locked in the Library! (025) - Struggling with
a writing assignment, Arthur embellishes the truth. Arthur and
Francine may have to stay in the library overnight. Not rated.
At War with the Army (385) - Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis share
their first star billing in this musical-comedy. Dean’s a staff sergeant
and Jerry’s a mess cook at a military base. Not rated (1950).
Babe (029) - On Hoggett's farm every creature has a preordained
purpose until the orphaned piglet Babe arrive and turns everything
upside down. Rated G (1995).

Bambi (031) - A baby deer learns life's lessons in love, loss, and
growth with his forest friends Thumper, Flower, and wise friend Owl.
Rated G (1942).
Basic Instinct (032) - This chilling murder mystery stars Michael
Douglas and Sharon Stone. Rated R (1992).
Batman Begins (418) - The origins of the Caped Crusader are
presented in this new adaptation of the comic-book series. Christian
Bale, Katie Holmes, Michael Caine, Morgan Freeman, and Liam
Neeson star. Rated PG-13 (2005).
Beaches (033) - Bette Midler and Barbara Hershey share a
friendship of good times and bad in order to face their greatest
challenge. Rated PG-13 (1988).
A Beautiful Mind (270) - Film based on the life of MIT mathematician
and genius John Nash, who won the Nobel prize for economics.
Russell Crowe stars in this Ron Howard film. Rated PG-13 (2001).
Beauty and the Beast (034) - This animated adaptation of the fairy
tale received six Academy Award nominations. Rated G (1991).
Becket (446) - When the Archbishop of Canterbury dies, King Henry
II of England appoints Thomas Becket, his old drinking buddy, to the
post. Becket takes the job seriously and provides opposition to Henry.
Richard Burton and Peter O’Toole star. Not rated (1964).
Beethoven (035) - Your family will fall in love with the big-hearted,
wet-nosed star of this fetching canine comedy hit. Rated PG (1992).
The Belle Starr Story (390) - A handsome bandit meets his match in
the beautiful and notorious Belle Starr. When he plans a robbery,
Belle beats him to the loot. Not rated (1967).
Bells of San Angelo (337) - Roy Rogers cannot outwit a gang of
silver smugglers. It's up to Dale Evans, a writer of fanciful cowboy
novels, to save the day. Not rated (1945).
Bells of St. Mary's (299) - Bing Crosby is the happy-go-lucky priest
Father O'Malley sent to help St. Mary's Academy. Ingrid Bergman is
Sister Benedict. Not rated (1945).

Beverly Hills Cop (036) - Eddie Murphy portrays a street smart
Detroit detective on the trail of a friend's murderer in posh Beverly
Hills. Rated R (1984).
Big (037) - Tom Hanks wishes to be "big." The 12-year-old boy
transforms into a 30-year-old man over night. The man eventually
longs for his childhood. Rated PG (1988).
Blue Hawaii (038) - Wealthy pineapple magnate's son hits the
romantic jackpot when he becomes a Hawaiian tour guide. Elvis
Presley and Angela Lansbury star. Not rated (1962).
Blue Steel / Dawn Rider (338) - A double bill of early John Wayne
westerns has the star stopping a gang of outlaws from terrorizing a
small town in the first movie. In the second feature, Wayne tracks
down the bandit who killed his father. Not rated (1934 & 1935).
Bob, the Builder (286) - “Special Delivery Spud” animated episode
of the popular children’s program. Not rated (2000).
Bonanza, Vol. 1 (322) - Video includes two television episodes,
“Escape to Ponderosa” and “The Bloodline,” with appearances by
Lorne Greene, Michael Landon, Pernell Roberts, and Don Blocker.
Not rated (1959).
Breakfast at Tiffany's (040) - Audrey Hepburn is an eccentric New
York playgirl determined to marry a millionaire. Then a handsome
writer moves in next door. Not rated (1961).
Bridget Jones's Diary (278) - Unmarried career woman decides to
channel her thoughts into a journal that becomes a hilarious chronicle
of her adventures. Renee Zellweger stars. Rated R (2001).
Broadcast News (041) - A romantic comedy about three ambitious
workaholics whose professional and personal lives are cross-wired.
William Hurt, Albert Brooks and Holly Hunter star. Rated R (1987).
Brokeback Mountain (434) - Societal expectations complicate the
relationship between a ranch hand and an aspiring rodeo bull rider.
They are profoundly affected by the rekindling of old feelings for each
other. Rated R (2005).

Bruce Almighty (315) - TV reporter Bruce Nolan (Jim Carrey) curses
God for making his life miserable. The Supreme Being Himself
bestows all of his powers on Nolan for a week. Rated PG-13 (2003).
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (043) - Bungling thieves
elude the law in Bolivia. Not speaking the language is the least of
their troubles. Paul Newman and Robert Redford star. Rated PG
(1969).
Canterville Ghost (405) - After leasing an old castle in England, an
American family meets a ghost who has haunted the castle for 400
years. Patrick Stewart and Neve Campbell appear. Rated PG (1995)
Casablanca (044) - Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman portray
former lovers reunited in Morocco during the chaos of World War II.
Not rated (1942).
Casper (045) - A therapist (Bill Pullman) is hired to exorcize a friendly
young ghost and his three mischievous uncles from the Whipstaff
Manor. Rated PG (1995).
Chaplin (046) - Robert Downey, Jr. stars as Charlie Chaplin in this
portrait of the "Little Tramp's" amazing life and times. Anthony
Hopkins and Geraldine Chaplin also star. Rated PG-13 (1992).
Charade (047) - Cary Grant helps Audrey Hepburn recover a fortune
secreted by her late husband in Paris. Not rated (1963).
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (426) - Five lucky children tour
the candy company of the eccentric Willy Wonka. Leading actors
include Johnny Depp and Helena Bonham Carter. Rated PG (2005).
Charlie Brown Christmas (048) - Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus,
Snoopy and the entire Peanuts gang learn the true meaning of
Christmas in this animated classic. Not rated (1965).
Cheaper by the Dozen (332) - Tom (Steve Martin) and Kate Baker
(Bonnie Hunt) have made many sacrifices in their professional lives in
order to raise their 12 children. Rated PG (2003).
Cheaper by the Dozen 2 (438) - Steve Martin and Bonnie Hunt
return as parents of the Baker brood. While on vacation, the Bakers
compete with another large family. Rated PG (2005).

Chicago (292) - Academy Award winning musical relates the tale of
fame-hungry characters in the windy city during the 1920s. Renée
Zellweger and Catherine Zeta-Jones star. Rated PG-13 (2002).
Chicken Little (440) - A high tech update of the old fable finds the
tltle character believing the sky is falling. This is a computer animated
feature from Walt Disney Pictures. Rated G (2005).
Child in the Night (049) - A troubled psychologist must somehow
reach a traumatized 8-year-old boy who witnessed a family murder.
Tom Skerritt and JoBeth Williams star. Not rated (1990).
Chino (391) - Charles Bronson ekes out a spartan but satisfying
existence raising horses, bred from a magnificent, half-tamed stallion.
He falls in love with a land baron’s daughter. Rated PG (1973).
Christmas Carol (050) - Charles Dicken's holiday classic in which a
bitter old man discovers the true meaning of Christmas. George C.
Scott portrays Ebenezer Scrooge. Rated PG (1984).
Chronicles of Narnia: The Silver Chair (051) - Eustace and his
friend Jill discover the magical land of Narnia where they battle the
forces of evil to free the prince. Not rated (1990).
Cinderella (052) - An enduring rags-to-riches story of a beautiful girl
who, with the help of her fairy godmother, has all of her dreams come
true. Rated G (1950).
Cinderella Man (420) - Desperate for money to support his wife and
children, a former professional boxer makes a daring return to the
ring. Russell Crowe and Renée Zellweger star. Rated PG-13 (2005).
Clear and Present Danger (053) - Harrison Ford investigates the
murder of a businessman with ties to Colombian drug cartels. Rated
PG-13 (1994).
Cocoon (054) - Senior citizens are given a second chance at being
young. They face crucial decisions about life and death. Don
Ameche, Hume Cronyn, Jessica Tandy, and Gwen Verdon star.
Rated PG-13 (1985).
Cold Mountain (329) - A wounded confederate soldier (Jude Law)
takes a perilous journey home to his mountain community, hoping to
reunite with his pre-war sweetheart (Nicole Kidman). Rated R (2003).

Color Purple (293) - The story follows the life of Celie, a young
African-American girl growing up in the early 1900s. Whoopi
Goldberg, Danny Glover and Oprah Winfrey appear. Rated R (1985).
D.W., the Picky Eater/Buster and the Daredevils (027) - D.W. has
a tantrum in a restaurant when someone tries to slip her some
spinach. New friends teach Buster some skateboard tricks. Not rated.
D.W. Rides Again/Arthur’s Cousin Catastrophe (028) - D.W. wants
to ride in a bike marathon, but she must get rid of her training wheels.
Arthur tries to avoid his cousin at a family reunion. Not rated.
D.W.’s Blankie/The Perfect Brother (026) - D.W.’s security blanket
is missing. Arthur and D.W. must look for it all over town. Arthur finds
it difficult to be around someone who seems to be perfect. Not rated.
Dante's Peak (235) - An adrenaline-pumping adventure in a town
where a long-dormant volcano is about to erupt with devastating
force. Pierce Brosnan and Linda Hamilton star. Rated PG-13 (1997).
Daredevil (294) - Ben Affleck is a criminal attorney who takes on a
secret identity to combat injustice. Blinded by an accident, he
develops a heightened "radar sense." Rated PG-13 (2003).
Date Movie (436) - Alyson Hannigan is a young woman who wants to
meet the man of her dreams --- at any cost in this broad parody of
boy-meets-girl romantic movies. Rated PG-13 (2006).
Dead Poet's Society (056) - Robin Williams is an unconventional,
yet passionate English professor who inspires his students to live life
to the fullest. Ethan Hawke also appears. Rated PG (1989).
The Deadly Companions (380) - Maureen O’Hara is a dance hall
entertainer who hires a disreputable gunslinger (Brian Keith) to escort
her son’s body through dangerous Apache territory. Not rated (1961).
Degas and the Dancer (447) - Searching for inspiration,
impressionist Edgar Degas hires a struggling young ballerina to pose
for him. Based on actual events. Not rated (1999).
Dick Tracy (058) - An extravagant movie depiction of the comic strip
detective, starring Warren Beatty, Madonna and a cast of superstar
villains, including Al Pacino and Dustin Hoffman. Rated PG (1990).

Dirty Dancing (059) - A young woman learns about real life and a
thing or two about dancing during a family vacation during the early
1960s. Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Grey star. Rated PG-13 (1987).
Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood (275) - Sandra Bullock,
Ellen Burstyn and Ashley Judd star in this comedy/drama about
enduring friendships and childhood secrets. Rated PG-13 (2002).
Do the Right Thing (061) - Racial tensions in a Brooklyn
neighborhood explode during the course of 24-hours. Directed by
Spike Lee. Samuel L. Jackson appears. Rated R (1989).
Dr. Kildare’s Strange Case (392) - Dr. Kildare (Lew Ayres) puts his
career at risk by using a controversial new therapy to cure amnesia.
Lionel Barrymore and Laraine Day co-star. Not rated (1940).
Dr. Suess’ The Cat in the Hat (328) - Mike Meyers portrays the
mischievous feline visitor in this live-action film adaptation of the
children’s literary classic. Rated PG (2003).
Dracula (262) - "I am....Drac-u-la. I bid you velcome." Bela Lugosi
declares his presence in this classic screen version of Bram Stoker's
novel about a notorious blood-hungry count. Not rated (1931).
DreamKeeper (448) - A century old Native American storyteller and
his troubled grandson embark on a cross country journey toward selfdiscovery. Not rated (2003). Two-volume set.
Driving Miss Daisy (060) - A joyous comedy about a headstrong
southern lady and her ever-patient chauffeur. Jessica Tandy and
Morgan Freeman star. Rated PG (1989).
Dumbo (062) - The poignant animated classic about a baby elephant
with oversized ears. Ostracized by the other animals, the pachyderm
exploits his unique qualities for fame and fortune. Not rated (1941).
E.T. (063) - Story of love that grows between an alien and a 10-yearold boy as they search for a way to send the extraterrestrial home.
Henry Thomas and Drew Barrymore appear. Rated PG (1982).
Edison: The Wizard of Light (415) - Fleeing from the police, a
young truant seeks refuge in Thomas Edison’s lab. Not rated (1998).

Edith Has Jury Duty (064) - From the television series "All in the
Family," Edith Bunker serves on a jury and is the sole holdout when
everyone else enters a "guilty" verdict. Not rated (1971).
El Dorado (065) - John Wayne and Robert Mitchum play the
gunfighter and sheriff who join forces to clean up a lawless town.
James Caan and Edward Asner also appear. Not rated (1967).
The English Patient (066) - American Allies care for a stranger
rescued from a fiery plane crash. As the mystery of his identity is
revealed, an incredible tale and adventure unfold. Rated R (1996).
Eight Below (439) - Eight brave sled dogs search for the master who
is looking for a way to rescue them in this adventure drama. Rated
PG (2006).
Erin Brockovich (263) - Julia Robert's Oscar-winning performance
as the grassroots legal crusader. Albert Finney also stars. Rated R
(2000).
40-Year Old Virgin (421) - Andy is a cheerfully geeky guy who is
settling into middle age. One day Andy’s friends and co-workers
discover he has a secret. Steve Carell stars. Rated R (2005).
Fantastic Four (423) – Four space explorers become superheroes in
this action drama adapted from the Marvel comic book series. The
astronauts use their skills to fight Dr. Doom. Rated PG-13 (2005).
Farewell to Arms (393) - Adaptation of Ernest Hemingway’s novel
about the romance of a World War I ambulance corpsman and an
English nurse. Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes star. Not rated (1932).
Fatal Attraction (067) - Glenn Close is the vengeful "other woman"
whose obsessive love for Michael Douglas leads to terror. Rated R
(1987).
Father of the Bride (068) - Steve Martin stars in this remake of the
1950 Elizabeth Taylor/Spencer Tracy classic. Martin is the befuddled
father vexed by his daughter's upcoming nuptials. Rated PG (1991)
Father's Little Dividend (300) - Spencer Tracy comes to grips with
the prospect of becoming a grandfather. Elizabeth Taylor and Joan
Bennett also star in this family comedy. Not rated (1951).

Fever Pitch (422) - Ben and Lindsay do not appear to have much in
common until they become involved in a serious romance. Soon
Lindsay becomes aware of Ben’s true love --- the Boston Red Sox.
Jimmy Fallon and Drew Barrymore star. Rated PG-13 (2005).
Field of Dreams (069) - Kevin Costner portrays an Iowa farmer who
is inspired by a disembodied voice to construct a baseball diamond in
the middle of his cornfield. Rated PG (1989).
The Fighting Sullivans (449) - The lives of a close-knit Iowa family
are depicted in this true story. Five brothers grow up during the Great
Depression and perish together in World War II. Not rated (1944).
Finding Nemo (316) - Marlin is a paranoid Clown Fish searching for
his young son, Nemo. This computer-animated comedy features the
voices of Albert Brooks and Ellen DeGeneres. Rated G (2003).
Finding Neverland (378) - Johnny Depp stars as playwright James
Matthew Barrie in this biography of the scribe who penned the
children's classic Peter Pan. Rated PG (2004).
Forrest Gump (070) - Experience the events of a nation losing its
innocence through the eyes of a naïve man. Tom Hanks won the
Oscar for his portrayal of the title character. Rated PG-13 (1994).
Fried Green Tomatoes (071) - Ninny, a spry octogenarian, forms a
friendship with a dowdy housewife and shares a liberating story about
two women who lived a half-century before. Rated PG-13 (1991).
Frosty the Snowman (072) - A magic hat brings a jolly snowman to
life and creates marvelous adventures. This animated feature
includes the voice of Jimmy Durante. Rated G (1969).
Fugitive (073) - A Chicago surgeon, falsely convicted of killing his
wife, escapes prison. He tries to prove his innocence while being
pursued by an unrelenting U.S. marshal. Rated PG-13 (1993).
Full Monty (074) - Devastated by the economic slump in their
community, six unemployed men decide they can make a small
fortune by putting on their own strip act. Rated R (1997).
Gangs of New York (295) - From 1846 until the draft riots in 1863,
conflicts erupt between white Anglo-Saxon "natives" and Irish
immigrants in New York. Leonardo DiCaprio stars. Rated R (2002).

Ghost (075) - After submitting to a mugger's demands, Sam (Patrick
Swayze) is murdered and becomes a spirit, visible only to his
girlfriend (Demi Moore) in this mystery thriller. Rated PG-13 (1990).
Girl of the Limberlost (076) - Heartwarming tale of a young girl's
coming-of-age in the rural Midwest during the early 1900s. Not rated
(1990).
Gladiator (265) - A man robbed of his name and dignity strives to win
them back, and gain the freedom of his people, in this epic historical
drama starring Russell Crowe. Rated R (2000).
The Glory Boys (406) - A maverick spy-catcher protects an Israeli
scientist from an odd pair of assassins. Anthony Perkins and Rod
Steiger appear. Not rated (1984).
Go for Broke! (450) - The story of Japanese-American soldiers who
fought in Europe during World War II. Van Johnson stars in this factbased account. Not rated (1951).
Godfather (077) - Regarded as one of the best American films ever
made, this multi-generational crime saga stars Marlon Brando and Al
Pacino. Rated R (1972).
Gomer Pyle (078, 079, 240, 241, 246, 431, 432) - Television
episodes include: "Captain Ironpants," "Guest in the Barracks,"
"Gomer Learns a Bully," "Obstacle Course," "Gomer Returns a
Week's Pay." Not rated (1968).
Gone with the Wind (243) - Classic saga of Scarlett O'Hara and
Rhett Butler, who experience love and disaster in the wake of the
Civil War. Vivien Leigh and Clark Gable star. Not rated (1939).
Good Morning, Vietnam (080) - Robin Williams is a disc jockey on
Armed Forces Radio during the Vietnam conflict whose irreverent
humor scores with the soldiers. Rated R (1987).
Good News (301) - June Allyson and Peter Lawford star in this
collegiate musical set during the Roaring 1920s. Songs include the
rousing "Varsity Drag." Mel Torme also appears. Not rated (1947).

Good Will Hunting (238) - A young genius meets his match in a
professor who understands his emotional struggles. Academy Award
winning film includes Matt Damon and Ben Affleck. Rated R (1997).
The Great Rupert ( 451) - A little squirrel with lots of charm helps two
down on their luck families overcome obstacles. Jimmy Durante and
Terry Moore star in this Christmas fantasy. Not rated (1950).
Gulliver’s Travels (412) - Swept off his ship, Gulliver is washed up
on the shores of Lilliput, whose miniscule citizens soon adopt him as
a massive mascot in this animated feature. Not rated (1939).
Guns of Diablo (339) - An embittered husband plots cruel revenge
against a wagon master (Charles Bronson). Kurt Russell stars as
Jamie McPheeters. Not rated (1964).
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (296) - Harry is warned
by a mysterious creature that danger awaits him. Strange things start
to happen---Hogwart's students turn to stone! Rated PG (2002).
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (441) - In this fourth installment
of the series, Harry is wondering why his legendary scar is aching
and perhaps causing mysterious visions. Rated PG-13 (2005).
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (359) - Harry and the
gang face more daunting challenges. Sirius Black has escaped from
prison and is in pursuit of Harry. Rated PG (2004)
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (271) - The adventures of
the young wizard who attends Hogwart's School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry. Rated PG (2002).
Hello, Dolly! (254) - Barbra Streisand stars as Dolly Levi, a young
widow and professional matchmaker, who sets out to conquer Horace
Vandergelder, a tight-fisted Yonkers merchant. Rated G (1969).
Herbie: Fully Loaded (425) - Lindsay Lohan, as Maggie Peyton,
finds a wrecked 1963 Volkswagen with a note inside telling her it can
help solve her problems. Rated G (2005).
His Girl Friday (302) - Hildy Johnson plans to forsake journalism to
get married. Cary Grant, Rosalind Russell, and Ralph Bellamy star in
this remake of "The Front Page." Not rated (1940).

The Hobbit (413) - Bilbo Baggins’ quiet life turns to adventure when
he sets out to recover treasure from a dreadful dragon. Animated
feature is based on J.R.R. Tolkien’s classic tale. Not rated (1978).
Home Alone (082) - An eight-year-old is accidentally left at home
during a family Christmas vacation. He rigs booby-traps for two
bumbling burglars. Rated PG (1990).
Homeward Bound: Incredible Journey (083) - A bulldog pup, cat
and golden retriever embark on an unforgettable journey, featuring
the voices of Michael J. Fox and Sally Field. Rated G (1993).
Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (084) - A wacky scientist (Rick Moranis)
accidentally makes his two-year-old son into a giant who increases in
size every time he comes in contact with electricity. Rated PG (1992).
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids (085) - Rick Moranis portrays a
preoccupied scientist who reduces the height of his children to a
quarter of an inch. Rated PG (1989).
Honeymoon in Bali (452) - Madeleine Carroll is a department store
executive who doubts a fortune teller’s prediction of marriage and a
baby. Fred MacMurray and Alan Jones also star. Not rated (1939).
Hope Floats (081) - Sandra Bullock and Harry Connick, Jr. star in
this love story about a jilted housewife and the hometown boy who
still longs for her. Rated PG-13 (1998).
How the Grinch Stole Christmas (267) - Celebrate the holidays with
Jim Carrey as the Grinch in this live-action remake of the Dr. Suess
tale, narrated by Anthony Hopkins. Rated PG (2000).
Hunt for Red October (087) - Sean Connery and Alec Baldwin star
in this techno-thriller about a pre-Glasnost nuclear sub defecting to
the United States. Rated PG (1990).
Hurricane (407) - Larry Hagman, Jessica Walter, Martin Milner,
Michael Learned, and Will Geer star in this docudrama about a
category 4 hurricane that lashes the Gulf coast. Not rated (1974).
In His Father’s Shoes ( 394) - After his beloved father dies, 14-yearold Clay dons a pair of his dad’s shoes and finds himself transported
back through time to 1962. Rated PG (1997).

The Incredibles (373) - Transplanted to suburbia by the Super-Hero
Protection Program, Mr. Incredible (voice of Craig T. Nelson) and his
family try to live a normal life. A mysterious communication summons
him to a remote island in this animated story. Rated PG-13 (2004).
Independence Day (089) - Mysterious and powerful aliens launch an
all out invasion against the human race. Will Smith, Jeff Goldblum
and Bill Pullman appear. Rated PG-13 (1996).
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (090) - Sean Connery and
Harrison Ford team up as father and son in a bold quest for the Holy
Grail. Rated PG-13 (1989).
Insomnia (279) - A Los Angeles detective leads a murder
investigation in Alaska, but his work is disrupted by an ever-shining
midnight sun. Al Pacino and Hilary Swank star. Rated R (2002).
It's a Wonderful Life (091) - A man facing ruin is helped by a
guardian angel. James Stewart, Donna Reed and Lionel Barrymore
star in this Frank Capra classic. Not rated (1946).
Jack and the Beanstalk (386) - Bud Abbott and Lou Costello meet
the giant in this comic fairy tale adaptation. Not rated (1952).
Jackie Robinson Story (395) - Signed by the Brooklyn Dodgers,
Robinson becomes the first player to break the color barrier in big
league baseball. Jackie Robinson stars as himself. Not rated (1950).
Jarhead (443) - During the 1991 Gulf War, Swoff (Jake Gyllenhaal)
and his fellow Marines sustain themselves against an enemy they
can’t see for a cause they don’t fully fathom. Rated R (2005).
The Joe Lewis Story (453) - The life story of boxer Joe Lewis.
Highlights include real footage of important fights. Not rated (1953).
Joy Luck Club (092) - The story of four remarkable Asian women
whose lifelong friendship reveals the startling events that shaped their
lives. Rated R (1993).
Jungle Book (093) - Loosely based on the tales of Rudyard Kipling,
this animated feature is about a boy raised by wolves, whose friend
urges him to seek safety in the main village. Rated G (1967).

Jurassic Park (094) - An island theme park with dinosaurs created
from prehistoric DNA plunges into crisis when the creatures break
free. Sam Neill and Laura Dern star. Rated PG-13 (1993).
Jurassic Park III (272) - Sam Neill returns as Dr. Alan Grant who's
tricked by William H. Macy and Tea Leoni into a fly-over of Isla Sorna,
where they crash land among dinosaurs. Rated PG-13 (2001).
King and I (095) - A school teacher enters Siam's royal court and
finds herself at odds with its strict monarch. Yul Brynner and Deborah
Kerr star in this Rodgers and Hammerstein musical. Not rated (1956).
King Kong (442) - An adventurous filmmaker takes his crew to Skull
Island, a sanctuary for prehistoric life, including the 25-foot-tall gorilla,
Kong. Latest interpretation of the 1933 film classic. PG-13 (2005).
Kipper: The Rescue (287) - Animated story about a mischievous
puppy with a British accent who spends his time having adventures
with his pals Arnold, Tiger, Pig, and Zebra. Not rated (2003).
L.A. Confidential (251) - Three cops, a call girl, a millionaire, a
tabloid journalist and the chief of detectives fuel a labyrinth plot rife
with mystery, ambition, romance and humor. Rated R (1997).
L.A. Story (096) - Steve Martin appears as a TV weatherman who
thinks his crazy lifestyle is perfect until an electronic freeway sign
changes it forever. Rated PG-13 (1991).
Lady and the Tramp (097) - The romantic tale of a sheltered cocker
spaniel and a streetwise mutt. This animated feature includes songs
co-written and performed by Peggy Lee. Rated G (1955).
The Lady Vanishes (303) - Iris befriends kindly Miss Froy, an older
lady. When the woman disappears on a train, an imposter takes her
place. Alfred Hitchcock directed this mystery. Not rated (1938).
Land Before Time (098) - When dinosaurs roamed a land
threatened by earthquakes, a young brontosaurus sets of on a
journey of discovery. Animated feature. Rated G (1988).
The Last Days of Patton (416) - Following World War II, General
George S. Patton is appointed Military Governor of Bavaria. A freak
accident plunges him into his final battle. George C. Scott appears in
this made-for-TV sequel to the movie “Patton.” Not rated (1986).

The Last of the Mohicans (381) - During the 1750s, an American
scout and his two Mohican companions help the British fight the
French and their Huron allies. Randolph Scott stars. Not rated (1936).
The Last Time I Saw Paris (455) - World War II veteran returns to
Paris in this romantic drama loosely based on a short story by F.
Scott Fitzgerald. The cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson,
and Donna Reed. Not rated (1954).
Last Samurai (363) - Epic action drama takes place in 1876-77 while
Japan undergoes a tumultuous transition to a more westernized
society. Tom Cruise and Ken Watanabe star. Rated R (2003).
Lawless Frontier / Hell Town (340) - A John Wayne double feature.
In the first movie, Wayne avenges the death of his father. Then he
battles rustlers in the second show. Not rated (1934 & 1937).
Legend of the Northwest (382) - In the 1880s, a widower and his
two children move to a primitive trading post deep in the wilds of
Oregon. They are befriended by a kindly trapper. Not rated (1978).
Liar, Liar (099) - Jim Carrey is a slick, fast-talking attorney who is
compelled to tell only the truth for 24 consecutive hours. Comic
consequences unfold. Rated PG-13 (1997).
Life is Beautiful (255) - An unusual tale of a bumbling waiter whose
imagination and humor save his wife and son from a horrible fate in
World War II. Rated PG-13 (1998).
Life with Father (304) - William Powell is Clarence Day, the
benevolent despot of his New York City household. The story is tied
together by his wife's efforts to get him baptized. Not rated (1947).
Lilo and Stitch (274) - A young Hawaiian orphan adopts an unusual
pet named Stitch, which turns out to be a notorious, extraterrestrial
fugitive. Animated feature. Rated PG (2002).
Lion King (100) - This animated tale tells of the love between a
proud lion ruler and his son. However, tragedy threatens to destroy
their kingdom forever. Rated G (1994).

Little Bear: Where Lucy Went (285) - From the Narrative Television
Network, Little Bear returns in another animated episode of the
popular children’s series. Not rated.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (414) - Life changes dramatically for a young
Brooklyn boy when he learns he’s the heir to an English earldom.
Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey Rooney star. Not rated (1937).
Little Mermaid (101) - Ariel, a fun-loving mermaid, is enchanted with
all things human in this animated musical by Disney, featuring the
voices of Pat Carroll and Buddy Hackett. Rated G (1989).
Little Princess (341) - Thanks to her father’s wealth, Sara (Shirley
Temple) enjoys a privileged life at Miss Minchin’s academy--- until his
reported death relegates her to scullery duties. Not rated (1939).
Lonesome Dove (323, 324, 325, 326) - This six-hour miniseries,
based on a Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Larry McMurtry, stars
Robert Duvall and Tommy Lee Jones as a pair of friends and former
Texas Rangers who crave one last adventure. Not rated (1989).
The Lou Gehrig Story (454) - Long-time New York Yankee baseball
star, first baseman Lou Gehrig (Wendell Corey) battles ALS with the
help of his wife Eleanor (Jean Hagen), and teammate, catcher Bill
Dickey (Harry Carey Jr.). Not rated (1956).
Love Laughs at Andy Hardy (387) - With his hitch in the Army
complete, Andy Hardy plans to get a college education and marry the
girl of his dreams. Mickey Rooney is Andy. Not rated (1947).
Made for Each Other (396) - Newlyweds James Stewart and Carole
Lombard are tested by interfering in-laws, acute money problems,
career setbacks, and a life-or-death crisis. Not rated (1939).
Man Called Noon (342) - Based on a novel by Louis L’Amour,
Richard Crenna is a gunfighter who loses his memory after he’s
nearly killed in an ambush. A mysterious outlaw (Stephen Boyd)
helps him elude his enemies. Not rated (1972).
Man with the Golden Arm (102) - Magnificent dramatic performance
by Frank Sinatra, portraying a professional card dealer with a drug
addiction. Kim Novak and Eleanor Parker also star. Not rated (1955).

Man Who Knew Too Much (408) - A British couple becomes tangled
in an assassination plot while the life of their kidnapped daughter
hangs in the balance. Peter Lorre stars. Not rated (1934).
Mary Poppins (103) - Julie Andrews stars as the irrepressible nanny
who soars out of the London skies and into the hearts of everyone
she encounters. Dick Van Dyke also appears. Rated G (1964).
Matlock (104, 105, 106, 107, 429, 430) - Television episodes include:
"The Angel," "The Heiress," "The Seduction," and the "The Stripper."
Andy Griffith is lawyer Ben Matlock. Not rated (1986).
Matrix (266) - Follow Neo, a computer hacker played by Keanu
Reeves, as he leads rebels in a struggle to reclaim the earth in this
science fiction thriller. Rated PG-13 (1999).
Matrix: Reloaded (317) - Neo has been summoned by Morpheus on
a voyage to Zion, the last outpost of free human beings on Earth.
Keanu Reeves and Laurence Fishburne star. Rated R (2003).
McLintock! (327) - John Wayne and Maureen O’Hara strike sparks
in this western version of “The Taming of the Shrew.” Action-packed
with humor, romance and grand fights. Not rated (1963).
Meet John Doe (305) - A news reporter (Barbara Stanwyck) and a
corrupt politician (Edward Arnold) manipulate an honest man (Gary
Cooper) into portraying a fictitious "John Doe." Not rated (1941).
Meet the Fockers (374) - In this sequel to Meet the Parents, Ben
Stiller introduces his parents to his prospective in-laws. Free spirits
Dustin Hoffman and Barbra Streisand face the angst of strait-laced
Robert De Niro in this comedy. Rated PG-13 (2004).
Meet the Parents (264) - Ben Stiller plays a young man who endures
a disastrous weekend at the home of his girlfriend's parents. Robert
DeNiro takes an instant dislike toward him. Rated PG-13 (2000).
Mighty Ducks (108) - Emilio Estevez stars as a lawyer forced into
coaching a ragtag team of juvenile hockey players. Rated PG (1992).
Million Dollar Baby (372) - Hillary Swank won the Best Actress
Academy Award for her work in this boxing drama, co-starring Clint
Eastwood who also won the Oscar for best director and best picture.
Rated PG-13 (2004).

Ministry of Vengeance (409) - Scarred by his experiences in
Vietnam, a commando renounces war and becomes a minister. He
seeks vengeance when his family is murdered. Rated R (1989).
Minority Report (297) - What would you do if you were accused of a
murder you had not committed yet? Directed by Steven Spielberg,
this action thriller stars Tom Cruise. Rated PG-13 (2002).
Miracle on 34th Street (109) - Does Santa Claus really exist? A
child's faith is tested in this holiday classic starring Natalie Wood,
Edmund Gwenn, and Maureen O'Hara. Not rated (1947).
Miracle Worker (110) - Annie Sullivan helps Helen Keller, a deaf and
blind child, overcome obstacles and embrace life. Anne Bancroft and
Patty Duke star. Not rated (1962).
Mr. & Mrs. Smith (424) - Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt portray a
suburban couple who are world-class assassins. Neither is aware of
the other's secret life in this comic action thriller. Rated PG-13 (2005).
Mr. Holland's Opus (111) - Richard Dreyfuss portrays a man whose
dream of composing one truly memorable piece of music is altered
when he realizes teaching is his real passion. Rated PG (1996).
Mrs. Doubtfire (256) - Following his divorce, Robin Williams
impersonates a female housekeeper in his ex-wife's home in order to
remain close to his children. Rated PG-13 (1993).
Mulan (242) - For the sake of her father, a young woman joins the
Imperial army to battle the ruthless Huns. This animated feature
includes the voice of Eddie Murphy. Rated G (1998).
My Favorite Brunette (306) - Mistaken for the private eye in the next
office, a baby photographer (Bob Hope) agrees to help a sultry
beauty (Dorothy Lamour) locate her missing uncle. Not rated (1947).
My Man Godfrey (307) - During a scavenger hunt, Carole Lombard
is a flighty socialite who stumbles on Godfrey, an erudite hobo
residing in the city dump. William Powell also stars. Not rated (1936).
Mystic River (331) - Directed by Clint Eastwood, this drama is set in
an Irish neighborhood in Boston. three childhood friends are reunited
after a brutal murder takes place. Rated R (2003).

Nickelodeon’s “Franklin” (284) - During a thunderstorm, Franklin
the turtle learns it is not shameful to be afraid. Animated feature. Not
rated.
Nickelodeon’s “Little Bear” (283) - Emily’s birthday is celebrated by
the animated bear. Not rated.
Nothing Sacred (318) - Fredric March is a reporter out to exploit
Hazel Flagg (Carole Lombard), who is dying from radiation poisoning.
Her illness is only a ruse for a free vacation. Not rated (1937).
Nutty Professor (112) - An overweight professor (Eddie Murphy)
tries to win the heart of an attractive co-worker by drinking an
experimental fat reducing serum. Rated PG-13 (1996).
Old Yeller (113) - A tragic story about life on the Texas plains and
the nurturing bond between a boy and his yellow dog. Dorothy
McGuire and Fess Parker star in this Disney feature. Rated G (1957).
On Golden Pond (114) - Faced with their own mortality, a family
must overcome years of friction. Henry Fonda's final movie also stars
Katharine Hepburn and Jane Fonda. Rated PG (1981).
Our Town (456) - Change comes slowly to a small New Hampshire
town in the early 20th century. People grow up, get married, live, and
die. Martha Scott and William Holden star in the first film
dramatization of the Thornton Wilder play. Not rated (1940).
The Outlaw (383) - Howard Hughes’ infamous western intertwines
three legends: Doc Holliday, Pat Garrett, and Billy the Kid. Walter
Huston stars with Jane Russell in her film debut. Not rated (1943).
The Over-The-Hill Gang (457) - A retired Texas Ranger and his
three aging pals are hired to clean up a lawless town. Pat O’Brien,
Walter Brennan, and Andy Devine star. Not rated (1969).
The Over-the-Hill Gang Rides Again (388) - Retired Texas Rangers
(Walter Brennan, Edgar Buchanan, and Chill Wills) rescue a former
comrade, The Baltimore Kid (Fred Astaire). Not rated (1970).
Parenthood (115) - Four suburban siblings and their families are
tracked over the course of a summer. Steve Martin and Mary
Steenburgen appear, directed by Ron Howard. Rated PG-13 (1989).

The Passion of Christ (334) - Mel Gibson’s depiction of the final
hours in the life of Jesus, including his condemnation by the
Pharisees and his appearance before Pontius Pilate. Rated R (2003).
Patriot Games (116) - Harrison Ford is a former CIA analyst who
performs a courageous act that marks him and his family as targets
for terrorists. Based on the novel by Tom Clancy. Rated R (1992).
Penny Serenade (343) - A couple, about to separate following a
shared tragedy, remembers their life together in this drama about
marriage. Cary Grant and Irene Dunne co-star. Not rated (1941).
Peter Pan (330) - Live-action presentation of J.M. Barrie's classic
children's play. The film follows the adventures of Wendy, John and
Michael, visited by a boy who has never grown up. Rated PG (2003).
Phantom of the Opera (375) - Screen adaptation of the Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical tells the story of a brilliant, but horribly
disfigured composer who haunts the Paris Opera House. He
becomes enthralled with a beautiful singer. Rated PG-13 (2004).
Phenomenon (117) - John Travolta is an ordinary man who acquires
incredible intellectual powers after he observes a intense light that
momentarily renders him unconscious. Rated PG (1996).
The Piano (118) - Holly Hunter portrays a mute who has willed
herself not to speak. She is the imported bride of Sam Neill in this
story set in nineteenth century New Zealand. Rated R (1993).
The Picture of Dorian Gray (458) - A corrupt man somehow keeps
his youthful appearance, but a special painting gradually reveals his
inner ugliness to all. Angela Lansbury is featured. Not rated (1945).
Pimpernel Smith (459) - In this modernized version of the Scarlet
Pimpernel, Leslie Howard is Professor Horatio Smith who rescues
victims of Nazi persecution during World War II. Not rated (1941).
Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl (319) - Keira
Knightly is kidnapped and taken aboard a pirate ship. Swashbuckling
Johnny Depp comes to her rescue. Rated PG-13 (2003).
Pocahontas (119) - This animated feature tells how Pocahontas and
Capt. John Smith (voice of Mel Gibson) teach Native Americans and
English settlers how to live in peace. Rated G (1995).

Polar Express (419) - On Christmas Eve, a mysterious train visits
Billy in the middle of the night, promising to take him to the North Pole
for a visit with Santa. Tom Hanks appears as the train's conductor.
Rated G (2004).
Preacher's Wife (120) - Denzel Washington portrays a charming
angel who is sent to help a young minister and his beautiful wife
(Whitney Houston) revive their marriage. Rated PG (1996).
Pretty Woman (121) - In this modern day "Cinderella" story, Richard
Gere meets free-spirited Julia Roberts and keeps her on a $3000
retainer as his "date." Can they remain platonic? Rated R (1990).
Primary Colors (258) - A fictionalized account of Bill Clinton's first
presidential campaign. John Travolta and Emma Thompson portray a
southern governor and his ambitious wife. Rated R (1998).
The Prince and the Pauper (460) - Two identical boys, one a poor
street kid and the other a prince, exchange places to see what the
other's life is like. Alan Bates and Aidan Quinn star. Not rated (2000).
The Producers (437) - Max and Leo scheme to profit from a musical
flop on Broadway. Their plan goes hilariously awry. Nathan Lane,
Matthew Broderick, and Uma Thurman star. Rated PG-13 (2005).
The Proud Rebel (461) - A Confederate veteran is faced with a 30day jail sentence when he's unfairly accused of starting a brawl. Alan
Ladd, David Ladd, and Olivia de Havilland star. Not rated (1958).
Psycho (123) - Alfred Hitchcock's thriller starring Anthony Perkins as
the trouble Norman Bates, whose old dark house and adjoining motel
are not the place to spend a quiet evening alone. Rated R (1960).
Pygmalion (462) - A Victorian dialect expert (Leslie Howard) bets
that he can teach a lower-class girl to speak proper English and thus
be taken for a lady. “My Fair Lady” without music. Not rated (1938).
The Quiet Man (308) - Sean Thornton (John Wayne) returns to his
ancestral home in Ireland. He soon falls in love with Mary Kate
(Maureen O'Hara). Directed by John Ford. Not rated (1952).

Radiance (463) - Three sisters with conflicting personalities reunite
for the funeral of their mother. Old resentments flare in an irreverent,
painfully funny and deeply moving family drama. Not rated (1998).
Rage at Dawn (464) - A special agent from Chicago is sent out west
to bring in the notorious Reno brothers who are train robbers. Cast
includes Randolph Scott and Forrest Tucker. Not rated (1955).
Raiders of the Lost Ark (124) - Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) is no
ordinary archeologist in the Peruvian jungle. He is running a boobytrapped gauntlet to fetch a solid gold idol. Rated PG (1981).
Rainbow Valley / ’Neath the Arizona Skies (344) - John Wayne
stars in two more of his earlier westerns. George “Gabby” Hayes also
appears in both features. Not rated (1934).
Raising Helen (358) - A hip fashion professional finds herself raising
three children after the untimely death of her sister. Kate Hudson,
John Corbett, and Helen Mirren star. Rated PG-13 (2004).
Ransom (125) - Mel Gibson stars as a wealthy airline executive
whose life is suddenly shattered when a gang abducts his son. Rene
Russo and Gary Sinise also appear in this thriller. Rated R (1996).
Ray (376) - The life of legendary musician Ray Charles is profiled.
Despite the loss of his eyesight due to glaucoma at the age of six,
Charles, depicted by Jamie Foxx, nonetheless became an icon in
both the music industry and the civil rights era. Rated PG-13 (2004).
Return to Lonesome Dove (477, 478, 479, 480) - Sequel to
miniseries, based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Larry
McMurtry, stars John Voight and Barbara Hershey. Captain Woodrow
Call drives a herd of wild Texas mustangs to a Montana ranch. Not
rated (1993).
Ride to Glory (465) - After a long scouting mission, a U.S. Calvary
Captain discovers his wife has been murdered and his village torched
by marauding Apaches. He seeks vengeance. Not rated (1971).
The River Niger (466) - A feisty, hard-drinking poet and his ailing
wife proudly await the return of their son from a stint in the Air Force.
James Earl Jones and Cicely Tyson star. Not rated (1976).

Road to Bali (320) - Bing Crosby and Bob Hope are on a South Sea
island where they vie for the charms of Dorothy Lamour. Their comic
misadventures include headhunters and a gorilla. Not rated (1951).
The Rock (126) - San Francisco is taken hostage by a vengeful
general. Only a FBI agent and a federal prisoner can defuse the
situation. Nicholas Cage and Sean Connery star. Rated R (1996).
Roman Holiday (127) - A princess rebels against her royal
obligations and finds romance as she explores Rome. Audrey
Hepburn and Gregory Peck appear in this comedy. Not rated (1953).
Rookie of the Year (128) - A little leaguer's ultimate fantasy comes
true when 12-year-old Henry signs on with the Chicago Cubs and
helps lead them to the World Series. Rated PG (1993).
Roughing It (467) - A teenaged Mark Twain travels to the American
West during the "Gold Rush" days in search of fortune and his
destiny. James Garner appears. Not rated (2002). Two-volume set.
Royal Wedding (309) - Fred Astaire and Jane Powell star as a
brother-and-sister act in this lavish MGM musical. They each find
romance when their show is booked in London. Not rated (1951).
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer (129) - Christmas is canceled
until a shunned reindeer with a glowing nose guides Santa's sleigh on
Christmas Eve. Rated G (1993).
The Santa Clause (130) - Mistaking Santa Claus for an intruder, Tim
Allen causes the jolly old elf to tumble off his roof. A legal technicality
requires him to be Santa's permanent replacement. Rated PG (1994).
Santa Fe Trail (310) - Posted in the Kansas Territory, J.E.B. Stuart
(Errol Flynn) and George Custer (Ronald Reagan) are embroiled in
the strife caused by abolitionist John Brown. Not rated (1940).
Saving Private Ryan (248) - In the last invasion of World War II,
Eight soldiers search to rescue one man. Steven Spielberg directed
this Academy Award winner, starring Tom Hanks. Rated R (1998).
Seabiscuit (321) - Charles Howard (Jeff Bridges) owns an unlikely
racehorse. He teams with partially blind boxer-turned-jockey Red
Pollard (Tobey Maguire) to win several races. Rated PG-13 (2003).

A Season for Miracles (397) - When a social worker threatens to put
her niece and nephew in foster homes, a young woman hides them in
Bethlehem. Patty Duke stars. Not rated (1999).
Scent of a Woman (131) - An impoverished prep school student
(Chris O'Donnell) agrees to accompany a blind, retired army colonel
(Al Pacino) on a weekend excursion to New York. Rated R (1992).
Schindler's List (133) - The story of one man's courage that saved
the lives of 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Directed by Steven
Spielberg and winner of seven Academy Awards. Rated R (1993).
Scooby-Doo (280) - Irrepressible canine and his crime-solving
cohorts are summoned to investigate a series of paranormal incidents
at a spring break resort. Freddie Prinz, Jr. stars. Rated PG-13 (2002).
Scream (132) - A tongue-in-cheek tribute to the "dead teen" movies
of the late 1970s and early ‘80s. The stars in this film include Neve
Campbell, David Arquette, and Drew Barrymore. Rated R (1996).
Scrooge (470) - An old bitter miser is given a chance for redemption
when he is haunted by ghosts on Christmas Eve. Alastair Sim
portrays Ebenezer Scrooge. Not rated (1951).
Second Chorus (311) - Two trumpet players (Fred Astaire and
Burgess Meredith) follow Paulette Goddard to New York where they
seek a place in Artie Shaw's orchestra. Not rated (1940).
Secret Agent (410) - Romance and suspense mingle in this early
Alfred Hitchcock drama starring Sir John Gielgud and Madeleine
Carroll as secret agents tracking a German spy. Not rated (1936).
Shakespeare in Love (257) - William Shakespeare (William Fiennes)
needs passionate inspiration to cure his severe writer's block.
Gwyneth Paltrow is Lady Viola. Rated R (1998).
Shane (312) - Alan Ladd is pitted against Jack Palance in this classic
western about homesteaders trying to resist a cattle rancher's efforts
to drive them off the land. Jean Arthur also stars. Not rated (1953).
Shark Tales (377) - Oceanic wise guys meet a small fish (voice of
Will Smith) with a big attitude in this computer-animated comedy. Don
Lino (voice of Robert De Niro) is the patriarch of a family of sharks
who lord over an aquatic community. Rated PG (2004).

Shrek (269) - This animated tale follows a shy ogre (Mike Meyers)
and chatterbox donkey (Eddie Murphy) as they rescue Princess
Fiona (Cameron Diaz) from a tyrannical lord. Rated PG (2001).
Shrek 2 (362) - Shrek and Fiona visit the princess’ former kingdom to
meet her parents. Animated sequel features the voices of Mike
Meyers, Cameron Diaz, and Eddie Murphy. Rated PG (2004).
Signs (277) - Crop circles in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, are found
on the farm of Rev. Graham Hess (Mel Gibson). The circles cause a
media frenzy and test Hess's faith in the truth. Rated PG-13 (2002).
Singin' in the Rain (137) - A popular musical about the advent of
talking pictures in Hollywood. Gene Kelly, Debbie Reynolds, Donald
O'Connor, and Jean Hagen star. Rated G (1951).
Sister Act (138) - Whoopi Goldberg stars as a sassy lounge singer
who witnesses a brutal murder by her gangster boyfriend. Forced to
hide in a convent, she disguises herself as a nun. Rated PG (1992).
Sister Act 2: Back in the Habit (139) - Sister Mary Clarence
(Whoopi Goldberg) returns and coaches choral students in an innercity school. A music contest may save the school. Rated PG (1993).
Sixth Sense (253) - Bruce Willis portrays a child psychologist who
helps a frightened eight-year-old (Haley Joel Osment). The boy has
the power to see the spirits of dead people. Rated PG-13 (1999).
Sneakers (140) - Renegade computer hackers become entangled in
international intrigue. All-star cast includes Robert Redford, Sidney
Poitier, Ben Kingsley and Dan Ackroyd. Rated PG-13 (1992).
The Snow Walker (469) - A hot-headed pilot and his ailing
passenger struggle for survival after crashing in the Arctic tundra.
Rated PG (2003).
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (141) - Fleeing from the Wicked
Queen, Snow White is befriended by seven little men and finds her
prince. Animated classic produced by Walt Disney. Rated G (1937).
The Snows of Kilimanjaro (398) - Gravely injured while on safari in
Africa, a novelist broods on his life of high adventure and passionate
love affairs. Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner star. Not rated (1952).

Sophie's Choice (142) - A Polish Catholic immigrant, played by
Meryl Streep, survives a Nazi concentration camp and struggles to
find happiness. Kevin Kline also appears. Rated R (1982).
Soul Food (259) - Sunday dinner at Big Mama Joseph's is a 40-year
tradition. When serious bickering tears the family apart, her grandson
attempts to reunite them. Vanessa Williams stars. Rated R (1997).
Sound of Music (143) - A young Austrian woman (Julie Andrews)
discovers her calling lies not in the convent but in nurturing a hardhearted widower and his children. Rated G (1965).
Speed (144) - Hold on as you careen through Los Angeles aboard a
crowded city bus. A bomb on board is set to explode if this bus tries
to stop. Keanu Reeves and Sandra Bullock star. Rated R (1994).
Spider-Man (276) - Bitten by a genetically modified spider, a student
(Tobey Maguire) uses his spider-like abilities to fight evil as a
superhero. Willem Dafoe is the Green Goblin. Rated PG-13 (2002).
Spy Kids (273) - Family/action film from Disney follows the comic
adventures of two young spies as they save their secret agent
parents from peril. Antonio Banderas stars. Rated PG (2001).
Stage Door Canteen (389) - During World War II, three soldiers find
romance at New York’s fabled recreation center. Broadway stars
include Helen Hayes and Katharine Hepburn. Not rated (1943).
Stagecoach (313) - Action, drama, and humor are combined during a
stagecoach trip in the west. John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Andy Devine,
and John Carradine are the passengers. Not rated (1939).
Stand and Deliver (145) - Inspirational story of an inner-city math
teacher who refuses to write-off his students as losers. Edward
James Olmos and Lou Diamond Phillips star. Rated PG (1988).
Star Trek: The Motion Picture (146) - Capt. James Kirk mobilizes
Starship Enterprise to stop an alien intruder from its flight toward
Earth. William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy star. Rated G (1979).
Star Trek II: Wrath of Kahn (147) - After stealing a secret and taking
control of a Federation starship, Khan (Ricardo Montalban) schemes
to set a deadly trap for his old enemy Capt. Kirk. Rated PG (1982).

Star Trek IV: Voyage Home (148) - Capt. Kirk (William Shatner) and
the Enterprise crew undertake a mission into Earth's past to preserve
its future. Leonard Nimoy as Spock also appears. Rated PG (1986).
Star Trek V: Final Frontier (149) - The Enterprise crew battles a
renegade Vulcan (Laurence Luckinbill) who hijacks the starship and
pilots it on a journey toward the "Great Barrier." Rated PG (1989).
Star Trek VI: Undiscovered Country (150) - The Federation and the
Klingon empire struggle for intergalactic glasnost in this topical action
-adventure. Christopher Plummer co-stars. Rated PG (1991).
Star Wars (151) - Princess Leia is held hostage by evil imperial
forces. Luke Skywalker and Han Solo team up with R2-D2 and C3PO to rescue her and restore justice. Rated PG (1977).
Strange Love of Martha Ivers (399) - Secrets, lies and love are
twisted in this gripping noir classic about a strong-willed heiress
(Barbara Stanwyck) and the two men in her life. Not rated (1946).
Suddenly (152) - Frank Sinatra plays a professional assassin who
takes a small town family hostage and intends to kill the President of
the United States. Not rated (1954).
The Sundowners (468) - A family of sheep drovers In the Australian
Outback are always on the move. They want to settle down and buy a
farm. Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum star. Not rated (1960).
Swing High, Swing Low (314) - Fred MacMurray and Carole
Lombard are a romantic and musical sensation, but high times in
New York City threaten their relationship. Not rated (1937).
39 Steps (411) - Madeleine Carroll is a strong-willed woman who is
Robert Donat’s only hope of surviving a deadly spy ring in this
renowned classic, directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Not rated (1935).
Tarzan (252) - Deep within the jungle, a gorilla cares for an orphaned
baby and adopts him as her own. This animated feature includes the
voices of Glenn Close and Rosie O'Donnell. Rated G (1999).
The Ten Commandments (153) - Cecil B. DeMille epic tells the story
of Moses, who turned his back on a privileged life to lead his people
to freedom. All-star cast includes Charlton Heston. Not rated (1956).

Ten to Midnight (291) - Charles Bronson plays a tough L.A. cop
whose daughter is stalked by a cunning sex-killer in this police thriller
that offers a first-rate cast including Wilford Brimley. Rated R (1983)
The Terminal (361) - Steven Spielberg’s comedic tale about an
Eastern European (Tom Hanks) who is forced to take temporary
residence in a New York airline terminal. Rated PG (2004).
Terminator 2: Judgement Day (154) - Arnold Schwarzenegger is a
cyborg sent back in time to protect a rebellious teen destined to lead
future freedom fighters. Rated R (1991).
Terms of Endearment (155) - Shirley MacLaine and Debra Winger
are a mother and daughter locked in a turbulent relationship. Jack
Nicholson portrays a boisterous astronaut. Rated PG (1983).
There's Something About Mary (250) - Suffering from a teenage
crush on Mary (Cameron Diaz), Ted (Ben Stiller) finds her years later
with the help of a sleazy investigator (Matt Dillon). Rated R (1998).
They Call Me Trinity (471) - A “spaghetti western” comedy about a
drifter and his brother teaming up against a land baron who is trying
to run Mormon settlers out of a valley he covets. Not rated (1970).
Third Man (156) - In this spy film, Holly Martins (Joseph Cotten)
arrives in Vienna to work for Harry Lime (Orson Welles). Lime is killed
in an accident. But is he really dead? Not rated (1949).
Three Men and a Baby (157) - A baby left at their doorstep
drastically changes the lives of bachelors Tom Selleck, Steve
Guttenberg and Ted Danson. Rated PG (1987).
Till the Clouds Roll By (400) - Musical biography of songwriter
Jerome Kern has an all-star cast, including Judy Garland, Frank
Sinatra, Lena Horne, Dinah Shore, and Van Heflin. Not rated (1946).
Tim (158) - A chronicle of the relationship between an older woman
(Piper Laurie) and a younger, mildly retarded man (Mel Gibson). This
film is more than a "May-December" romance story. Not rated (1979).
To Kill a Mockingbird (159) - A scrupulously honest lawyer, who is
also a single parent, confronts racism in a small Alabama town during
the 1930s. Gregory Peck stars as Atticus Finch. Not rated (1962).

Top Gun (160) - Devil-may-care navy pilot Pete (Tom Cruise) is sent
to Miramar Naval Air Station for advanced training. Here he vies with
Tom (Val Kilmer) for the coveted "Top Gun" award. Rated PG (1986).
Total Recall (161) - Arnold Schwarzenegger plays a 21st-century
construction worker who discovers that his entire memory of the past
derives from a memory chip implanted in his brain. Rated R (1990).
Toy Story (162) - This computer-animated film brings a child's room
full of toys to life. From Disney-Pixar, Toy Story features the voices of
Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, Don Rickles and Annie Potts. Rated G (1995).
Toy Story 2 (268) - Woody (voice of Tom Hanks) is unaware he has
become a rare and valuable collector's item. Buzz and the other toys
must rescue Woody when a toy collector steals him. Rated G (1999).
True Grit (163) - John Wayne stars as the drunken U.S. Marshal
Rooster Cogburn hired by 14-year-old Mattie Ross (Kim Darby) to
find her father's killer. Glen Campbell also appears. Rated G (1969).
True Lies (164) - A special agent (Arnold Schwarzenegger) and his
wife (Jamie Lee Curtis) find themselves in the clutches of terrorists in
this mix of action and romantic comedy. Rated R (1994).
Tulsa (401) - At the height of the Oklahoma oil boom in the 1920s, an
ambitious cattleman’s daughter becomes an “oil queen.” This drama
stars Susan Hayward and Robert Preston. Not rated (1949).
Twilight Zone: A Game of Pool (282) - The ghost of a legendary
pool champion challenges a pool hustler to a winner-take-all game
with the hustler’s life as the “stakes.” Not rated (1961).
Twilight Zone: Dust (281) - A man is about to be hanged. After a
mercenary peddler sells rope to the hangman, he sells a handful of
“magic dust” to the condemned man’s father. Not rated (1961).
Twins (236) - Unbeknownst to one another, Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Danny DeVito are twin brothers. They meet and set off on a
cross-country adventure to find their mother. Rated PG (1988).
Two Weeks Notice (298) - Sandra Bullock and Hugh Grant are a
mismatched duo. They don't get along until they finally realize they
can't exist without the other in this romantic comedy. Rated R (2002).

Undisputed (417) - In a maximum security prison, an aging mob
boss (Peter Falk) arranges a fight to the finish between two inmates.
Wesley Snipes and Ving Rhames also star. Rated R (2001).
Unforgiven (165) - Clint Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired,
down-on-their-luck outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to
avenge the assault of a woman. Rated R (1992).
Vengeance Valley (402) - Burt Lancaster stars in an unusual
western about family ties, sibling rivalry, and violent retribution.
Robert Walker and Joanne Dru also appear. Not rated (1952).
Voyage of the Unicorn (472) - Family flees a plague of monstrous
trolls by boarding a mysterious ship called The Unicorn. They must
find the benevolent dragon that once ruled the legendary faerie isles.
Beau Bridges stars in this fantasy. Not rated (2001). Two-volume set.
Waiting to Exhale (166) - The friendship of four African-American
women carries them through life's challenges as they search for true
love. Whitney Houston and Angela Bassett star. Rated R (1995).
A Walk in the Sun (403) - During the Allied invasion of Italy, an
American infantry platoon is given a dangerous assignment. Dana
Andrews, Richard Conte, and Lloyd Bridges star. Not rated (1946).
We Dive at Dawn (474) - A British submarine crew pursues a new
German warship so far they lack the fuel to return to safe waters. Not
rated (1943).
The Wedding Date (435) - Afraid of confronting her ex-fiance at her
sister’s wedding, Kat (Debra Messing) hires a male escort to pose as
her new boyfriend. Rated PG-13 (2005).
While You Were Sleeping (167) - Sandra Bullock plays a lovesick
toll booth operator who rescues an attorney. While he is comatose,
she allows his family to believe she is his fiancée. Rated PG (1995).
White Christmas (168) - This holiday musical showcases songs by
Irving Berlin as well as the talents of Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye,
Rosemary Clooney and Vera-Ellen. Not rated (1954).
White Men Can't Jump (169) - Woody Harrelson plays a white con
artist who hustles basketball games with black players. Wesley
Snipes is his “agent,” arranging inner-city scams. Rated R (1992).

Who is Cletis Tout? (473) - Comedy about mistaken identity
includes a hit man who sees everything in terms of the movies and a
twenty-year-old diamond heist. Christian Slater and Tim Allen star.
Rated R (2001).
Winnie the Pooh (170) - Three animated, heart-warming stories of a
huggable, stuffed bear and his friend Christopher Robin. Produced by
Disney. Rated G (1977).
Witness for the Prosecution (475) - An esteemed criminal attorney
defends a man accused of murder with help of the defendant’s
mistress. Charles Laughton, Tyrone Power, and Marlene Dietrich
lead an all-star cast. Not rated (1957).
Wizard of Oz (244) - Dorothy, Toto, Scarecrow, Tin Woodman and
Cowardly Lion journey to the Land of Oz. Judy Garland, Ray Bolger,
Jack Haley and Bert Lahr appear in this classic. Not rated (1939).
Woman Wanted (404) - Following the death of his mentally unstable
wife, a Yale professor is unable to live peacefully with his rebellious
son. Michael Moriarty and Keifer Sutherland star. Rated PG (2000).
X Files (261) - When a terrorist bomb destroys a building in Dallas,
Texas, FBI agents Mulder (David Duchovny) and Scully (Gillian
Anderson) are drawn into a conspiracy. Rated PG-13 (1998).
X Men (260) - Children possess dangerous powers as a result of
genetic mutations. Magneto (Ian McKellen) unveils a sinister plan for
the future. Hugh Jackman is Wolverine. Rated PG-13 (2000).
You've Got Mail (249) - Bookstore magnate (Tom Hanks) and
children's bookshop owner (Meg Ryan) are anonymous e-mail
correspondents, unaware they're business rivals. Rated PG (1998).
Young and Innocent (384) - Under suspicion for murder, a young
man escapes custody with the unwilling assistance of the Chief
Constable’s daughter. Alfred Hitchcock directs. Not rated (1937).
Zulu (476) - Fact based account of epic 1879 battle between 4,000
Zulu warriors and about 100 British soldiers on Rorke’s Drift in the
Natal Province. Michael Caine’s first starring role. Not rated (1964).
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DVD TITLES
Please note: the following titles are not video cassettes. They are
video discs.
Abilene Town (005) - Dan Mitchell (Randolph Scott) is the town
marshal in the turbulent years after the Civil War and the start of the
big cattle drives out of Texas. Abilene is growing fast than a lot of
citizens are prepared to deal with it, especially as homesteaders start
moving in, fighting for space with the cattlemen. (Western 89 min. G
1946).
And Then There Were None (034) – Movie adaptation with Walter
Huston, Barry Fitzgerald and Louis Hayward is based on the classic
novel by mystery author Agatha Christie. It begins with ten
characters, each with a skeleton in his or her closet, on a remote
island off the English coast. They soon realize they have been
brought together by an insane judge who now feels it is his duty to
render proper justice for each. (Crime/Mystery 97min. Not rated
1945).
Andy Griffith Show: Volume One (001) - Two episodes of the TV
series with Andy Griffith as the sheriff of Mayberry. In “Dogs, Dogs,
Dogs,” Andy feeds a stray dog the lunch made for Deputy Barney Fife
(Don Knotts). The stray returns with ten of his friends and the fun
begins. “Barney’s First Car” has the deputy buying his first car from a
sweet little old lady, who happens to be the head of a car theft ring.
(Comedy 53 min. Not rated 1963).
Andy Griffith Show: Volume Two (002) - Two more episodes of the
TV series with Andy Griffith as the sheriff of Mayberry. “The Darlings
Are Coming” is the first of six episodes featuring the musical Darling
family. “The Great Filling Station Robbery” includes Jim Nabors as
Gomer Pyle. (Comedy 53 min. Not rated 1963).
Autism is a World (057) – Sue Rubin is an autistic woman who is
purported to have learned to communicate via the discredited
technique of facilitated communication, which scientists widely agree
only appears effective due to the facilitator unconsciously guiding the
hands of people with autism. Sue was diagnosed and treated as

mentally retarded until the age of 13 when she began to
communicate using a keyboard. Now she’s a junior in college. In
Sue’s own words, she takes the viewer on a journey into her mind,
her daily world, and her life with autism. (Documentary/Biography
40 min. Not Rated 2004).
A Beachcomber’s Christmas (020) – The Beachcombers are back
and wearing skates. In a made-for-TV Christmas special with some
well-timed holiday entertainment and a fresh dose of havoc, the
Beachcombers save Christmas by hitting the ice (in more ways than
one) to play hockey against ex-pro star players. (Comedy/Adventure
92 min. Not rated 2004).
The Book Thief (047) – When her mother can no longer care for her,
Liesel is adopted by a German couple. Although she arrives illiterate,
Liesel is encouraged to learn to read by her adoptive father. When
the couple then takes in Mas, a Jew hiding from Hitler's army, Liesel
befriends him. Ultimately, words and imagination provide the friends
with an escape from the events unfolding around them. (Drama/War
131 min. PG-13 2013).
Captain Midnight, Parts 1 & 2 (018) – This 15-episode serial is
based on the radio adventure series. Captain Albright, an ace aviator
better known as Captain Midnight, is assigned to neutralize the evil
enemy scientist Ivan Shark, who is merrily bombing major American
cities. Shark is after a new range finder. Its inventor is an altruistic
scientist whose beautiful daughter seemingly can't mail a letter
without being kidnapped. (War/Adventure 270 min. Not rated 1942).
Cast a Dark Shadow (019) – Dirk Bogarde portrays a smarmy
murderer who kills his first wife, hoping to claim her inheritance.
Surprise! The inheritance is a myth. Thus he sets his sights on a
barkeeper, whom he knows to be heavily insured. (Suspense 58 min.
Not rated 1955).
Cyrano De Bergerac (021) – Recreating his stage role, Jose Ferrer
stars as Cyrano, a 17th-century French cavalier, poet and
swordsman whose prominent proboscis is the subject of many a duel.

Cyrano is madly in love with the beautiful Roxanne, but assumes that
she'd never love him back due to his huge nose. (Romance 137 min.
PG 1950).
Dinner at the Ritz (022) – David Niven is Paul de Brack, a
government agent and playboy who is quite at home among the elite
in Paris or on the Riviera. He becomes involved with a French
socialite and the daughter of a recently murdered financier.
(Crime/Mystery 77 min. Not rated 1937).
A Dog’s Purpose (045) – The soulful and surprising story of one
devoted dog who finds the meaning of his own existence through the
lives of the humans he teaches to laugh and love.
(Fantasy/Adventure 100 min. PG 2016).
Eddie the Eagle (053) – Eddie "the Eagle" Edwards is an unlikely but
courageous British ski-jumper who never stopped believing in
himself, even as an entire nation was counting him out. With the help
of a rebellious and charismatic coach, the lovable underdog wins the
hearts of fans around the world by making an unforgettable showing
at the 1988 Calgary Winter Olympics. (Biography/Comedy 105 min.
PG-13 2016).
A Farewell to Arms (027) – This first film version of Ernest
Hemingway’s novel stars Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes. Cooper
plays Lt. Frederick Henry, a World War I officer who falls in love with
an English Red Cross nurse, portrayed by Hayes, after first mistaking
her for a woman of ill repute. (Drama/Romance 152 min. Not rated
1932).
The Fighting Sullivans (015) - The lives of a close-knit Iowa family
are depicted in this true story. Five brothers grow up during the Great
Depression and perish together in World War II. (Biography/War 112
min. PG 1944).
Frozen (043) – Fearless optimist Anna sets off on an epic journeyteaming up with rugged mountain man Kristoff and his loyal reindeer
Sven to find her sister Elsa, whose icy powers have trapped the
kingdom of Arendelle in eternal winter. Encountering Everest-like
conditions, mystical trolls and a hilarious snowman named Olaf, Anna

and Kristoff battle the elements in a race to save the kingdom.
(Fantasy/Animation 102 min. PG 2014).
Haley and Madonna (008) - Haley is a 13-year-old girl who dreams
of entering the Miss America Pageant. She expresses herself
differently than other teenage girls of her age. Haley becomes friends
with a Miss America contestant, and they perform together on stage.
This touching documentary won several film and video awards and
has been broadcast nationally on PBC. (Documentary 67 min.
Not rated 2003).
Heaven is for Real (055) – Heaven is for Real recounts the true story
of a small-town father who must find the courage and conviction to
share his son's extraordinary, life-changing experience with the world.
A four year old, Colton shares the details of his amazing journey with
childlike innocence and speaks matter-of-factly about things that
happened before his birth, things he couldn't possibly know. Todd
and his family are then challenged to examine the meaning from this
remarkable event. (Biography/Drama 99 min. PG 2014).
Hidden Figures (048) – The incredible untold story of Katherine
Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan and Mary Jackson - brilliant AfricanAmerican women working at NASA who served as the brains behind
the launch into orbit of astronaut John Glenn, a stunning achievement
that turned around the Space Race. The visionary trio crossed all
gender and racial lines and inspired generations. (Biography/History
127 min. PG 2016).
Honeymoon in Bali (016) - Madeleine Carroll is a department store
executive who doubts a fortune teller’s prediction of marriage and a
baby. Fred MacMurray and Alan Jones also star. (Romance/Comedy
101 min. Not rated 1939).
The Hundred-Foot Journey (052) – When the chilly chef
proprietress of a Michelin-starred French restaurant in southern
France gets wind of a culinary immigrant opening an Indian
restaurant just 100 feet from her own, her icy protests escalate to allout war between the two establishments. It's a celebration of triumph
over exile as these two worlds collide and one young man tries to find

the comfort of home in every pot - wherever he may be.
(Comedy/Drama 122 min. PG 2014).
I Saw the Light (054) – The story of legendary country western
singer Hank Williams, who in his brief life created one of the greatest
bodies of work in American music. The film chronicles his meteoric
rise to fame and its ultimately tragic effect on his health and personal
life. (Biography/Romance 123 min. R 2018).
The Immortal Battalion (025) – Told in semi-documentary style, this
film shows the transformation of raw recruits into a capable and
efficient fighting regiment preparing for battle against the Desert Fox
in Africa. David Niven stars as a lieutenant in charge of this wildly
diverse crew. (War/Drama 115 min. Not rated 1944).
Impact (023) – Though he doesn't know it at first, industrialist Walter
Williams (Brian Donlevy) shouldn't trust his wife Irene. She is
scheming with her lover to kill Walter in an "accidental" car crash.
When it is assumed that Walter dies in the accident, he changes his
name and starts life over in a small town where no one knows him.
(Crime/Suspense 111 min. Not rated 1949).
Kansas City Confidential (024) – An armored-car robbery is
perpetrated by a cynical, corrupt ex-policeman, who devises an
outrageous scheme: he will recruit three of the most vicious and
unrelenting criminals he can find to undertake a robbery, blackmailing
them into the heist with incriminating evidence from other "jobs." John
Payne, Preston Foster, and Lee Van Cleef appear. (Crime/Suspense
99 min. Not rated 1952).
The Last Time I Saw Paris (013) - World War II veteran returns to
Paris in this romantic drama loosely based on a short story by F.
Scott Fitzgerald. The cast includes Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson,
and Donna Reed. (Romance/Drama 117 min. Not rated 1954).
Life with Father (028) - William Powell is Clarence Day, the
benevolent despot of his New York City household. The story is tied
together by his wife's efforts to get him baptized. (Comedy 118 min.
Not rated 1947).

Legend of the Northwest (017) - In the 1880s, a widower and his
two children move to a primitive trading post deep in the wilds of
Oregon. They are befriended by a kindly trapper. (Action/Family 79
min. Not rated 1978).
Life of Pi (046) – After a cataclysmic shipwreck, young Pi Patel finds
himself stranded on a lifeboat with only one other survivor - a
ferocious Bengal tiger named Richard Parker. Bound by the need to
survive, the two are cast on an epic journey that must be seen to be
believed. (Fantasy/Adventure 120 min. PG 2012).
Lonesome Dove (009, 010, 011, 012) - This six-hour miniseries,
based on a Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Larry McMurtry, stars
Robert Duvall and Tommy Lee Jones as a pair of friends and former
Texas Rangers who crave one last adventure. (Western/Drama 384
min. Not rated 1989).
The Lou Gehrig Story (014) - Long-time New York Yankee baseball
star, first baseman Lou Gehrig (Wendell Corey) battles ALS with the
help of his wife Eleanor (Jean Hagen), and teammate, catcher Bill
Dickey (Harry Carey Jr.). (Biography/Drama 58 min. Not rated 1956).
MacGyver (030) – An underground laboratory is destroyed by a
mysterious explosion. MacGyver is sent in to stop a deadly chemical
leak and rescue the trapped scientists. Richard Dean Anderson is
MacGyver. (Adventure 52 min. Not rated 1985).
A Man Called Horse (029) – In 1825 an English aristocrat is
captured by Indians. He lives with them and begins to understand
and accept their lifestyles. Eventually he is accepted as part of the
tribe and becomes their leader. Richard Harris and Judith Anderson
star. (Western/Adventure 114 min. R 1970).
The Martian (056) – During a manned mission to mars, Astronaut
Mark Watney is presumed dead after a fierce storm and left behind
by his crew. But Watney has survived and finds himself stranded and
alone on the hostile planet. With only meager supplies, he must draw
upon his ingenuity, wit and sprit to subsist and find a way to signal to
Earth that he is alive. (Science-Fiction/Adventure 141 min. PG-13
2015).

Million Dollar Arm (049) – In a last-ditch effort to save his career,
sports agent JB Bernstein dreams up a wild game plan to find Major
League Baseball's next great pitcher from a pool of cricket players in
India. He soon discovers two young men who can throw a fastball
but know nothing about the game of baseball or America.
(Biography/Drama 124min. PG 2014).
Minions (042) – Since the dawn of time, Minions have served (and
accidentally eliminated) history's most despicable villains. After their
latest explosive mistake leaves them without an evil leader, the
Minions fall into a deep depression. With the tribe on the brink of
collapse, three unlikely heroes-Kevin, Stuart, and Bob, embark on a
journey to find a new big boss. (Comedy /Animation 91 min. PG
2014).
The Monuments Men (051) – It would be an impossible mission:
with the art trapped behind enemy lines, and with the German army
under orders to destroy everything as the Reich fell, how could these
guys, seven museum directors, curators, and art historians, all more
familiar with Michelangelo than the M-1 - possibly hope to succeed?
But as the Monuments Men found themselves in a race against time
to avoid the destruction of 1000 years of culture, they would risk their
lives to protect and defend mankind's greatest achievements.
(History/Drama 118 min. PG-13 2014).
Mr. Popper’s Penguins (044) – Mr. Popper, a successful
businessman who's clueless when it comes to the really important
things in life, gets an unexpected present...six adorable penguins.
Soon Popper's rambunctious roommates turn his swank New York
apartment into a snowy winter wonderland - and the rest of his world
upside down. (Comedy 94 min. PG 2011).
Murder by Decree (031) – Jack the Ripper’s crimes catch the
attention of Sherlock Holmes (Christopher Plummer). However,
Holmes does not receive the expected call from Scotland Yard
because he is being purposefully excluded from the investigation.
Instead, Robert Lees (Donald Sutherland), a psychic who volunteers
information to the police, provides Holmes with the necessary
incitement to action. (Mystery/Suspense 124 min. PG 1978).

Of Human Bondage (026) – Leslie Howard portrays the sensitive,
clubfooted artist and medical student Philip Carey. Despite his
yearnings for the finer things in life, Carey cannot extricate himself
from a mutually destructive relationship with a sluttish waitress,
played by Bette Davis. (Romance/Drama 83 min. Not rated 1934).
One-Eyed Jacks (007) - Western bandit Kid Rio (Marlon Brando) is
betrayed by his partner Dad Longworth (Karl Malden). Escaping from
prison, Rio learns that Longworth has become a wealthy and
influential lawman. Rio thirsts for revenge, but bides his time, waiting
for the right moment to strike. (Western 141 min. Not rated 1961).
Santa Fe Trail (004) - Not so much a movie about the actual trail, but
a simplistic retelling of the John Brown legend with Raymond Massey
portraying the famed abolitionist. West Point graduates Jeb Stuart
(Errol Flynn) and George Armstrong Custer (Ronald Reagan) carry
on a friendly rivalry over the affections of Kit Carson Halliday (Olivia
DeHavilland). (Biography/Western 110 min. Not rated 1940)
The Scarlet Pimpernel (032) – Sir Percy Blakeney is a British
aristocrat who rescues innocent victims of the French Revolution
under the guise of The Scarlet Pimpernel while maintaining the
identity of a foppish dandy by day. Even his wife, Lady Marguerite
Blakeney is unaware of Percy's heroic alter-ego as he and his band
of likeminded masked men save countless people from the guillotine.
Leslie Howard and Merle Oberon star. (Adventure/Drama 97 min.
Not Rated 1934).
Shogun (036, 037, 038, 039, 040, 041) – The complete mini-series is
available in six installments. Richard Chamberlain stars as
Englishman John Blackthorne who survives a shipwreck off the coast
of Japan. He becomes tangled in the civil wars of the 1600s.
Japanese lords with samurai armies battle each other with swords
and treachery. (Drama 95 min. each Not rated 1980)
Skyfall: 007 (050) – When Bond's latest assignment goes gravely
wrong and agents around the world are exposed, MI6 is attacked
forcing M to relocate the agency. These events cause her authority
and position to be challenged by Mallory, the new Chairman of the

intelligence and security Committee. With MI6 now compromised
from both inside and out, M is left with one ally she can trust: Bond.
007 takes to the shadows, aided only by field agent Eve, following a
trail to the mysterious Silva, whose lethal and hidden motives have
yet to reveal themselves. (Action/Adventure 143 min. PG-13 2012).
Topper Returns (033) – Roland Young is Cosmo Topper once more.
This time he is tormented by a fun-loving spirit, portrayed by Joan
Blondell, who is accidentally murdered while vacationing at the home
of her wealthy friend, Ann Carrington (Carole Landis), the intended
victim. With Topper's help, Joan sets out to find her killer.
(Fantasy/Mystery 88 min. Not rated 1941)
Vengeance Valley (006) - Burt Lancaster stars as ranch-hand Owen
Daybright, who has been raised as a son by rancher Arch Stroble
(Ray Collins). Stroble’s natural son Lee (Robert Walker) has always
been envious of Owen, who in turn has spent most of this life pulling
Lee out of trouble and keeping the boy’s misdeeds a secret from the
elder Stroble. (Western 83 min. Not rated 1951)
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